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Abstract

A 3D real-time quality inspection platform that specifically focus on automotive cast iron parts was developed for the industry
and is presented in this work. It is supported by a cloud-based platform, which combines recent software and hardware advances
to deal with large amounts of information related to the acquisition process and the computational power needed to execute the
computer vision platform algorithms (e.g., point cloud filtering, alignment, and comparison). This platform introduces changes in
the current workflow through the inspection process’ digitalization. Indeed, it promotes the reduction of human-related inspection
errors, as well as ergonomic issues, while simultaneously making available a solution for the automatic gathering and storing of
data in a cloud-like environment, for further access and advanced data analytics.
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1. Introduction

urrentl ualit inspection I procedures in industr in general and in the contet of autootie parts

assessent in particular are still carried out ainl anuall in spite of the known enefits of conerting traditional

I procedures into ore autoated digital pipelines e.g. reduced huan errors iproed ergonoic conditions

possiilit of reallocating professionals to actiities in which the will e ore needed. ong the approaches that

hae een enaling such digitalization coputer ision clearl stands out and has een progressing towards zero

defect solutions due to continuous adances in oth hardware and software. ore specificall recent adances in

laser line scanners using laser triangulation (e.g., high resolution, wider field of view) along with computer systems’

capacit to handle large aounts of data e.g. ore powerful graphics processing unit and ore adanced

logicalnuerical strategies to anipulate data efficientl pose as arguents to sustain the I digital ourne.

Nomenclature

 oputer ided esign

I ualit Inspection

 oint loud irar

 errestrial aser canning

 ando aple onsensus

 ast tatistical utlier eoal

I Iteratie losest oint

 oral istriution ransfor

 pectation onditionalaiization for oint egistration

 upport ector egistration

 oherent oint rift

here are seeral works that address the  I process.  addresses the etrological suitailit of a laser line

scanner to ealuate the ualit of the  etal prints when copared to coputer aided design  odels as

well as the accurac of the otained easureents using such tpe of scanner. he ethod resorts to the standard

deiation of the point cloud acuired fro oects laser scanning to easure errors. ilters to eliinate points

responsile for the difference etween easured and reference alues are also proposed.

nother work    includes the construction of a theoretical point cloud of the  digital odel considering

the generated code and the coputation of the diensional deiations etween the theoretical  point cloud and

the corresponding printed odel. he ethod uses a highresolution point cloud data of the phsical printed part

with the digital  odel and introduces a isionased ethod to scan filter segent and correlate in realtie

as well as to ealuate the perforance of the additie anufacturing process. his approach assists in the decision to

whether or not to continue the additie anufacturing process.

s for  the authors proposed a fraework to autoaticall onitor the isual surface defects inside of the

wire arc additie anufacturing technolog. It includes liraries such as oint loud irar  and pen

ource oputer ision irar pen. he proposed ethod includes three steps i oint cloud pre

processing using a statistical outlier reoal algorith ii topographic iage conersion transforing the filtered

 point cloud into a  height ap with each piel corresponding to a height alue for further analsis and iii

defects detection eploing the upport ector achine  classifier with the input ariales of  features 

intensit aiu iniu ean contrast standard deiation entrop flatness hoogeneit skewness

distance to oundar and aplace filtered. o iproe accurac the applied the iniu redundanc aiu

releance  algorith as a feature selection ethod that uantifies the releance etween the features and

response ariale and achieed the accurac of ..

astl in  the authors focused on industrial plant piping sste inspection wherein an iproed techniue

reling on terrestrial laser scanning  for data acuisition noralased region growing and efficient rando

saple consensus  for point cloud data processing was proposed. wo ain stages are inoled. he
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first is point cloud data processing, with a pointtomesh terative losest oint () algorithm for a fine

registration and an octreeased down sampling algorithm, to reduce the numer of points. fficient  is

then used to detect and remove the planar oects and apply normalased region growing algorithm to segment the

preprocessed point cloud. he second stage addresses performance assessment of results, relying on distanceased

deviation analysis and geometric parameter comparison.

n this paper, a cloudased  realtime inspection platform for assessing the uality of vehicle cast iron parts

using  line scan sensors, computer vision, and cloud systems, is proposed. he sie of the part to inspect should

e restricted according to the field of view and the measurement range of the sensor.

he paper is structured with four sections. esides section , wherein an introduction and a literature review is

provided, section  descries the proposed platform. ection  presents the platform implementation, along with

preliminary results. inally, section  ends this paper with a few conclusions as well as remars for future wor.

2. Platform proposal

 platform for  cast iron parts inspection that can also e etended to other contets is presented in ig. . t is

composed of two main components computer vision and cloud. he computer vision component, which can e

instantiated according to the numer of part surfaces to inspect, includes a laser line sensor to acuire the top surface

as a  point cloud, in synchroniation with the movement induced y a conveyor elt. oreover, it also has a

processing unit that manages a collection of algorithms to compute cast iron parts point clouds, to measure surface

deviations and to uild  model representations of the scanned elements. n the other hand, the cloud

component is a layer of dynamic and secured ased services for storing and retrieving scanned parts and

respective associated data. t includes functionalities such as computer vision component(s) configuration (e.g.,

acuisition and evaluation parameters), as well as methods to save and consult inspection results.

ig.   iagram of the proposed  realtime inspection platform, including the two main components computer vision and cloud.

or each type of cast iron part, the system supports the adustment of a related setup of configuration parameters

acuisition resolution, eposition time, timeouts, speed of the inspection process, error thresholds (th  and th),

clusters sie, downsampling thresholds, among others. his way, the proposed platform allows to carry out

eperiments while ensuring the fleiility to select the most proper configuration set to perform . elected

parameters are stored in the cloud component ensuring that configurations are accessile to the group of computer

vision components inspecting the different perspectivessurfaces of a given type of cast iron part.

3. Implementation and preliminary results

he proposed  realtime inspection platform has a sistage process (i)  model enhancement (ii) point

cloud capture (iii) filtering (iv) alignment (v) evaluation and (vi) upload result to the cloud. ig.  presents these

si stages. he process egins with y transforming the  model into a dense  point cloud, considering a

specific resolution threshold for detection. his stage uses parallel programming algorithms ased on the 

lirary to estimate points’ positions from the polygons and vertices of the  model. he second stage is a non
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